Disclosure Management Platform

Control. Flexibility. Accuracy

Integix is an integrated cloud-based
reporting solution enabling real-time
editing and review in a collaborative
environment available for multiple
regulatory mandates including the US
SEC, South Africa’s CIPC and ESMA ESEF
reporting requirements.

Integix offers an easy-to-use, cloud-based reporting platform for issuers worldwide seeking a self-ﬁling
solution. With single-source input, support for multiple source document formats, interlinked facts,
real time collaboration, and a host of other powerful features, all outputs, including XBRL,
xHTML/Inline XBRL, are updated instantaneously, increasing efﬁciency and accuracy. With a true multiuser environment of Integix you can create complete accurate inline XBRL document in half the time.

Simple set-up
Accuracy in reporting

No IT involvement in set-up
Based on World class highly secure
Cloud infrastructure providing zero
footprint setup solution.

Single source web-based editor and real-time
editing assures you are always working
on the current version.

Just need modern industry
standard Browser and you are all
set.

Data linking using “FactLink” assures changes
ﬂow through entire document.
Provides your team freedom from multiple reviews
arising from versioning issues.

Never lose control

Improves accuracy and reduces stress by
allowing more time to review
documents for completeness of ﬁling
and accuracy of data.

Simple rights management gives clarity on
roles for reporting team.
Complete control over your documents
right up to the final moments before filing.
Advanced tracking with alerts allowing all
team members to follow progress from
drafting to ﬁling with the Regulator
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Automation

Intuitive

Integix uses our patented technologies and offers
highly automated built-in migration and roll-forwards
features to create your financial reports to submit to
your Regulators.

Integix is built on experience gained over a decade of US
SEC disclosure experience. The user interfaces are
intuitively designed so that even ﬁrst-time users or
users new to Inline XBRL ﬁnd it easy-to-use. Intuitive
on-document XBRL tagging simpliﬁes the complex XBRL
tagging process into a few easy steps.

Collaboration
Collaboration tools, such as editing, online review
including commenting provide real-time updates,
improving speed accuracy and efﬁciency for
everyone.

Security
Integix is accessible only via highly secure,
authenticated web access, enabling users to create,
review and ﬁle their documents any time of the
day, from anywhere in the world, with no added IT
or hardware investment.
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Control
Users have complete control over their documents
right up to the ﬁnal moments before ﬁling.
Integix provides built-in pre-validations as you edit or
tag, to ensure control over the quality of your content
and XBRL structure.
Integix users get customized support from our subject
matter experts for Inline XBRL including CPA consulting
teams to assist them at all stages of ﬁling.

Email: info@ez-xbrl.com

